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Background: The debate surrounding the acceptance of progression-free survival (PFS) as an 

intermediate endpoint to overall survival (OS) has grown in recent years, due to the challenges 

in demonstrating an OS benefit within clinical trials today. PFS is generally a good predictor 

of OS for cases where survival post-progression (SPP) is short, and less so when SPP is long. 

SPP depends on multiple factors, including residual effect from experimental treatment and 

effect from crossover or other subsequent therapies, posing unique challenges into the transla-

tion of PFS benefit into OS.

Methods: The objective of this analysis was to conduct simulations investigating how increas-

ing SPP impacts PFS translation to OS, utilizing data from the AXIS (axitinib versus sorafenib 

in advanced metastatic renal cell carcinoma) trial. The underlying assumption was a treatment 

benefit in PFS (the PFS distribution parameters were chosen to be equal to median PFS in the 

AXIS trial) but no treatment effect on SPP, implying that PFS improvement is directly reflected 

in OS improvement.

Results: The probability of a statistically significant difference between arms for OS decreased 

from 54.7% to 6.1% when median SPP was increased from one to 20 months. The probability of 

the hazard ratio of OS being $0.9 was similarly increased from 24.3% to 72.6%, even though 

the hazard ratio for PFS was 0.69.

Conclusion: The present study shows that when simulated SPP is added to trial PFS data, the 

existing PFS benefit is diluted. Knowing that the AXIS treatment arms are well balanced with 

respect to post-trial treatments, we conclude that the PFS to OS benefit translation is primarily 

obscured by random variability largely unrelated to the true outcomes. The implications for drug 

development are not insignificant, as there would be a need to include more patients in studies 

or utilize a longer follow-up time to overcome the SPP variability issue.

Keywords: overall survival, progression-free survival, endpoints, clinical trials, oncology, 
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Introduction
Overall survival (OS), ie, time elapsed between randomization and death from any 

cause, has historically been the gold standard for demonstrating clinical benefit for 

oncology treatment.1,2 OS is an attractive endpoint due to its obvious clinical relevance, 

unambiguous definition, and ease of measurement that is not subject to assessment 

bias. However, when assessing an OS difference among treatment alternatives, the 

results can be impacted by nonsystematic use of subsequent therapy that patients may 

go on to receive.1,3–5
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Assessing OS, especially in cancers where multiple 

therapies are available, may require longer timelines and 

greater cost if more patients need to be enrolled to achieve 

the required number of events sooner, and a much lengthier 

follow-up period to document the events. In particular, in a 

head-to-head clinical trial where both the new regimen and 

current standard of care include treatments that provide long 

survival, insistence on proven OS benefits for new drugs may 

delay availability and timely development of new efficacious 

treatments for patients.6

Progression-free survival (PFS) is defined as the time 

elapsed between randomization and tumor progression or 

death from any cause, with censoring of patients without an 

event at their last set of lesion measurements verifying lack 

of progression. PFS is arguably the preferred choice among 

alternatives to OS, in that it is accessible early, and requires 

smaller patient samples and shorter follow-up for a desired 

power;2,3 however, it also has some important limitations. 

Unlike OS, the assessment of progression is dependent on 

clinical, radiological, and/or biochemical criteria that are 

subject to measurement error.

PFS is generally a good predictor of OS for cases where 

survival post-progression (SPP) is short, that is, when the 

post-progression noise compromising OS is not allowed to 

dominate; however, when OS is long relative to PFS, inter-

pretation of their relationship is challenging.

From a regulatory standpoint, the US Food and Drug 

Administration and the European Medicines Agency have 

accepted PFS as a surrogate endpoint in many tumors and 

clinical scenarios, but also recommend OS as a secondary 

endpoint in cases where PFS is the primary endpoint.1 For 

most new cancer treatments, an increase in OS needs to be 

either statistically shown or assessed as probable through 

demonstration of trends in data.7–9 This contrasts with what 

is commonly requested when a pharmacoeconomic analy-

sis is needed for drug reimbursement. Pharmacoeconomic 

analyses examine the incremental cost per unit of efficacy, 

with OS as the typical unit for efficacy, to obtain an overall 

incremental cost per life year gained between two treatments. 

Therefore, challenges in obtaining meaningful OS differences 

are important in the reimbursement setting.

Treatment of metastatic renal cell carcinoma (mRCC) 

has been revolutionized in recent years10 by the introduction 

of new agents such as sunitinib, sorafenib, bevacizumab, 

everolimus, temsirolimus, axitinib, and pazopanib.11–17 All 

except for temsirolimus were approved based on demon-

strated PFS benefit alone, and authors cited the impact of 

subsequent treatment and crossover to explain lack of a 

significant OS increase.10 Temsirolimus did demonstrate 

an OS benefit over interferon in the initial Phase III trial; 

however; the SPP, and also OS, was relatively short in com-

parison with other trials, likely due to the poor prognosis of 

the mRCC patients enrolled.

Broglio et al18 assumed a lack of treatment effect beyond 

progression and showed through simulation that even a 

substantial benefit in PFS may be attenuated or lost as SPP 

increases; this is due to the random variability introduced by 

patient heterogeneity and subsequent therapy. They conclude 

that a lack of statistical significance in OS does not imply lack 

of improvement. Heng et al10 used the Broglio et al methodol-

ogy to validate the PFS-OS correlation among 1,158 mRCC 

patients, and concluded that the SPP diluting effect is even 

larger when applying the methodology to patient-level data 

rather than a theoretical distribution.

The AXIS (axitinib versus sorafenib in advanced meta-

static renal cell carcinoma) trial17 was the first to compare two 

TKI VEGF-R blocking drugs. The objective of the present 

analysis was to apply the simulation method reported by Bro-

glio et al18 to clinical trial data from the AXIS trial, in order 

to enable an examination of the likelihood of an OS benefit 

when a PFS benefit exists and SPP is long in this setting.

Materials and methods
Following Broglio et al,18 OS was expressed as the sum of 

PFS and SPP where the progression event may be death, in 

which case SPP is zero. A simulated trial was considered, 

where the number of patients, censoring pattern, and treat-

ment allocations would equal those in AXIS. PFS and SPP 

were both simulated with exponential distributions, with PFS 

distribution parameters chosen to be equal to median PFS 

in the AXIS trial (6.8 and 4.7 months for the axitinib and 

sorafenib arms, respectively). The SPP distribution param-

eter was varied, but always assumed equal for both arms. 

Since we assume a treatment benefit in PFS but no effect 

on SPP, the improvement in PFS is directly reflected in OS 

improvement. Censoring times were bootstrapped from the 

trial data to further mimic the trial situation.

For each scenario, we simulated 10,000 trials, varying 

median SPP in order to investigate the impact of length 

of SPP on the ability to detect an OS benefit. The axitinib 

and sorafenib treatments were compared with respect to 

OS in terms of the hazard ratio (HR) estimated from a Cox 

proportional hazard model with treatment effect as the 

predictor. The probability of statistical significance of PFS 

and OS and the estimated probability of observing HR $0.9 

were derived and summarized. The probability of statistical 
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Table 1 PFs, Os, and sPP as observed in the aXis trial

Endpoint All patients  
n=361/362 
Axitinib/sorafenib (months)

Sunitinib-refractory patients  
n=194/195 
Axitinib/sorafenib (months)

mPFSa mOSa mSPPb mPFSa mOSa mSPPb

axitinib arm 6.8 20.1 11.8 4.8 15.2 10.0
sorafenib arm 4.7 19.2 13.9 3.4 16.5 11.8
Pooled (both arms) 12.9 10.9

Notes: aestimated by Kaplan-Meier method; bestimated based on the assumption that sPP is exponentially distributed. 
Abbreviations: mOs, median overall survival; mPFs, median progression-free survival, msPP, median survival post-progression; aXis, axitinib versus sorafenib in advanced 
metastatic renal cell carcinoma.
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significance was calculated as the fraction of simulations 

where a one-sided log-rank test had a P-value #0.025.

Simulations were conducted in the overall population and 

in the major subgroup of sunitinib-refractory patients. This is 

an important subgroup since it represents 53.8% of the total 

sample, and sunitinib is the standard of care in first line.

Results
Median PFS, OS, and SPP as observed in the AXIS trial is 

shown in Table 1. The OS difference among treatments is 

small relative to the difference in PFS. Thirteen simulation 

scenarios were run for the overall patient group; the first 

with median SPP equal to the pooled value from the trial 

(see Table 1) and the following with increasing median SPP. 

Scenario data including median PFS, median SPP, the prob-

ability of statistical significance of PFS and OS, the probabil-

ity of observing an OS HR $0.9, and the correlation between 

HRs for PFS and OS are shown in Table 2. The probability of 

statistical significance of OS is decreased from 54.7% to 6.1% 

when the median SPP is increased from one to 20 months. The 

probability of OS HR $0.9 ranges from 24.3% to 72.6%, and 

generally increases with increasing median SPP up to about 

10 months, and then stabilizes. The correlation between the 

HRs for PFS and OS ranges from 0.11 to 0.62 and weakens 

when median SPP increases. The change in OS HR with 

increasing median SPP illustrates how the latter can increase 

the variability which dilutes the OS benefits.

The distribution of OS HR among simulations for sce-

nario 1 (median SPP 12.9 months based on pooled estimate 

from AXIS trial) is presented graphically in Figure 1. In 

42.7% of all simulation, the OS HR was between 0.9 and 

1.0, while the corresponding fraction for OS HR below 0.9 

was only 27.5%. In 29.7% of cases, the OS HR was $1.0 

despite the large difference in median PFS between the two 

treatments.

The probability of statistical significance of PFS and 

OS and the probability of observing an OS HR $0.9 for 

the sunitinib-refractory subgroup is shown in Table 3. The 

OS statistical significance probability is decreased from 

44.8% to 4.9% when median SPP is increased from one to 

20 months. The probability of OS HR $0.9 ranges from 

32.4% to 77.7%, and similar to the overall study popula-

tion, generally increases with increasing median SPP up to 

about 10 months.

Discussion
This study builds on the simulation method devised by 

 Broglio et al18 by utilizing patient-level data from a Phase III 

clinical trial in mRCC, thus allowing for more realistic 

simulation of censoring and enrolment patterns. Our study 

illustrates the challenges of demonstrating an OS difference 

when a PFS difference exists, when making the assumption 

of no treatment effect on SPP. Although the HR for PFS was 

0.69, the HR for OS was $0.9 in between 24.3% and 72.6% 

of the 10,000 simulations when the median SPP was varied 

between one and 20 months. This is because the time period 

until progression (during which PFS is measured) is small 

in relation to the median SPP. As a consequence, the prob-

ability of a statistically significant difference of OS decreased 

when the median SPP increased. The magnitude of change 

was however small when SPP was greater than 8 months 

and appeared to plateau when SPP reached 16 months as the 

censoring distribution begins to dominate the data beyond 

that point. This phenomenon was not present in the analysis 

by Broglio et al, which was performed on entirely simulated 

data. It is due to the fact that in the present analysis censor-

ing time was simulated to mimic the AXIS trial to reflect the 

follow-up pattern in the real world situation.

A similar trend was shown for the sunitinib-refractory 

patient subset. These results support the conclusions regard-

ing the impact of SPP on diluting the OS benefit not only in 

the overall treatment group but in the subgroup as well.

The main observation in the presented study is that 

increasing median SPP increases measurement noise 

to a level where an underlying OS difference becomes 

increasingly difficult to detect. This observation is not 
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Figure 1 Distribution of hRs for Os simulation 1 (msPP is 12.9 months and 
the probability of statistical significance for PFS is 91.4%). Dashed bars represent 
simulations yielding a statistically significant OS difference (in total 27.5% of cases). 
Abbreviations: hR, hazard ratio; Os, overall survival; msPP, median survival post-
progression; PFs, progression-free survival.

Table 2 Os hR simulation summary

Scenario Axitinib  
mPFS  
(months)

Sorafenib  
mPFS  
(months)

mSPP  
(months)

Probability of  
statistical significance

Probability  
of observed  
OS HR $0.9

Correlation  
coefficient  
PFS/OS HRPFS OS

1a 6.8 4.7 12.9 91.4% 7.2% 72.5% 0.17
2 6.8 4.7 1 91.4% 54.7% 24.3% 0.62
3 6.8 4.7 2 91.7% 44.2% 33.4% 0.54
4 6.8 4.7 3 91.3% 32.5% 44.6% 0.45
5 6.8 4.7 4 91.8% 33.1% 54.8% 0.37
6 6.8 4.7 6 90.8% 15.0% 65.1% 0.28
7 6.8 4.7 8 91.9% 11.5% 67.9% 0.21
8 6.8 4.7 10 91.2% 9.2% 71.1% 0.19
9 6.8 4.7 12 91.8% 8.8% 70.9% 0.17
10 6.8 4.7 14 91.6% 7.8% 72.6% 0.16
11 6.8 4.7 16 91.1% 6.9% 72.0% 0.14
12 6.8 4.7 18 91.1% 6.1% 71.4% 0.12
13 6.8 4.7 20 91.6% 6.1% 71.7% 0.11

Note: asimulation is based on actual trial results. 
Abbreviations: hR, hazard ratio; mPFs, median progression-free survival; msPP, median survival post-progression; Os, overall survival.
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novel;18,19 however, it has not been previously shown 

using patient-level data such as demonstrated here. Our 

treatment arms are well balanced with respect to post-

trial treatments, suggesting that the dilution is primarily 

due to random variation, with the impact increasing with 

increasing median SPP.

The use of OS as a primary endpoint for evaluating new 

systemic oncologic therapies is not unproblematic and is also 

widely debated.1–4,20–22 Therapy-specific data are diluted by 

imbalances in use of downstream treatments; usually it is not 

possible, even in clinical trials, to control the post-progression 

treatment use and effect, which may modify the SPP and 

finally the OS. The situation is sometimes accentuated in trials 

if crossover from standard of care treatment to the investigated 

drug is allowed. Taking that into account, when new active 

treatments become successively available, as is the case for 

mRCC, it will be very difficult to demonstrate any OS gain 

for one specific treatment even if this gain does exist.

Comparisons between modern day cancer treatments will 

in many cases result in a high absolute OS and a moderate OS 

incremental difference and therefore demand long follow-up 

and large trial populations. This will in turn increase trial 

costs and delay introduction of effective therapies into clini-

cal practice.

PFS is the most commonly used intermediate endpoint 

to OS. PFS is not affected by post-progression therapy, and 

is accessible earlier. PFS can, however, be compromised by 

measurement timing yielding an overestimation and may, at 

least compared with OS, be biased by subjective assessments. 

 Independent assessment of scans by radiologists blinded to 

treatment has been used to overcome some of these difficulties.

Whether PFS can be accepted as a primary endpoint is, 

indeed, often considered to depend on its value as a surrogate 

for OS. Surrogacy can be validated,23,24 and this has been 

done for certain tumor types, such as colorectal cancer.25 

Delea et al presented their mRCC results,26 indicating that 

the treatment effect on PFS is strongly associated with the 

treatment effect on OS, but as Broglio et al18 have shown, this 

correlation tends to weaken as the median SPP increases.

However, as discussed in a recent review by Fallowfield 

et al,21 PFS can be relevant on its own, if accompanied by 

evidence of discernible clinical benefit for the patient. In 

the AXIS trial, patient-reported outcomes results based 

on the Functional Assessment of Cancer Therapy-Kidney 

Symptom Index (FKSI)-15 and FKSI Disease-Related 

Symptoms questionnaires demonstrated a worsening of 
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Table 3 Os hR simulation summary for sunitinib-refractory patients

Scenario Axitinib  
mPFS  
(months)

Sorafenib  
mPFS  
(months)

mSPP  
(months)

Probability of  
statistical significance

Probability  
of observed  
OS HR $0.9

Correlation  
coefficient  
PFS OS HRPFS OS

1a 4.8 3.4 10.9 86.7% 5.9% 78.4% 0.12
2 4.8 3.4 1 85.7% 44.8% 32.4% 0.59
3 4.8 3.4 2 86.7% 31.5% 45.6% 0.48
4 4.8 3.4 3 85.2% 21.0% 58.8% 0.38
5 4.8 3.4 4 85.6% 15.2% 67.0% 0.28
6 4.8 3.4 6 85.7% 9.6% 74.0% 0.24
7 4.8 3.4 8 86.0% 7.8% 76.2% 0.17
8 4.8 3.4 10 85.9% 6.7% 77.2% 0.14
9 4.8 3.4 12 86.6% 6.2% 77.0% 0.13
10 4.8 3.4 14 86.3% 5.9% 77.7% 0.12
11 4.8 3.4 16 85.6% 5.5% 77.0% 0.10
12 4.8 3.4 18 86.1% 4.8% 76.7% 0.10
13 4.8 3.4 20 86.0% 4.9% 75.9% 0.08

Note: asimulation is based on actual trial results. 
Abbreviations: hR, hazard ratio; mPFs, median progression-free survival; msPP, median survival post-progression; Os, overall survival.
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mRCC symptoms at the end of treatment, where patients 

were coming off treatment mainly due to progression,27 

and hence delaying progression would be of value to 

patients.

This study was based on the primary assumption of no 

treatment effect on SPP. As can be seen in Table 1, median 

SPPs by treatment arms (overall and in the sunitinib-

 refractory subset) differ, although the estimates of SPP 

might be impacted by censoring in OS. Study limitations 

also include the use of an exponential distribution for PFS 

and SPP, selected for simplicity of use and interpretation, 

and without factoring in randomization stratification, which 

might impact the magnitude of the correlation between the 

HRs for PFS and OS, while having minimal impact on other 

OS results.

The AXIS trial compared patients in second-line, where 

PFS and OS would be expected to be shorter compared with 

a first-line setting. It may therefore be reasonable to assume 

that our findings are conservative and generally applicable 

for tumors where survival and median SPP is fairly long. 

Other mRCC treatments where SPP is long, such as suni-

tinib, sorafenib, and pazopanib, could be impacted simi-

larly, depending on factors such as crossover, time of study 

conduct, and whether or not there are multiple subsequent 

treatments available.

Under current guidelines from regulatory agencies, new 

drugs can be granted market authorization in the absence of a 

proven effect on OS if trials have demonstrated a substantial 

PFS benefit and SPP is long.28 Based on our simulations, 

a median SPP $10 months resulted in a probability of achiev-

ing statistical significance based on OS of less than 10% and 

the correlation between the PFS HR and the OS HR was less 

than 0.20. Reimbursement agencies and other payer bodies 

often in addition require evidence of cost-effectiveness. 

This entails quantifying the mean survival-adjusted or 

quality-adjusted survival gain with the new therapy, and the 

relationship between the additional cost and the additional 

benefit of the new therapy compared with standard of care, 

expressed as an incremental cost-effectiveness ratio.29 Since it 

is seldom possible to derive all this information from a single 

clinical trial, many agencies will accept the use of economic 

models to combine data from several sources to produce 

estimates of cost-effectiveness. Even when a statistically 

significant benefit on OS has been demonstrated, modeling 

is usually needed to predict the tail of the survival curves 

in order to estimate the mean gain in life expectancy.30 If 

trials have demonstrated PFS benefits but evidence on OS 

gains is lacking, models can be employed to predict the OS 

benefit from available data. Some of the factors that make 

it difficult to detect OS benefits in a clinical trial will also 

impact the ability to model OS gains from PFS; long SPP 

and the availability of downstream therapies will confound 

the link between OS and PFS, and increase the uncertainty 

of model estimates.

Coverage decisions made at the time of introduction 

of a new therapy are based on incomplete information, in 

particular since there is limited experience with the use of 

the therapy in clinical practice. Therefore, some countries 

have introduced “coverage with evidence development” or 

“risk-sharing” schemes, through which the new therapy is 

initially funded contingent on the accumulation of addi-

tional evidence on its effectiveness and cost-effectiveness 
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in actual practice.31 Prospective observational studies 

conducted after launch can provide important information 

on actual use and outcomes with the therapy in clinical 

practice. Data from administrative registries and databases 

can provide population-wide coverage and large sample 

sizes, and in some instances enable analysis of the impact 

of the introduction of new therapy.32 Lastly, the use of PFS 

as the efficacy endpoint in the cost-effectiveness evaluation 

may be another consideration.

This paper illustrates the methodological problems with 

demonstrating OS gains through randomized clinical trials 

in patients with long SPP. If trial-demonstrated OS benefits 

are mandated for new drugs, the availability of new treat-

ments for patients with long SPP will be severely limited. 

Considerations with the use of PFS and OS as primary or 

supportive endpoints need to be weighed in the context of 

the specific tumor being studied and the implication, not only 

for regulatory approval but reimbursement as well.
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